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Making Tax Digital (MTD) 

As of 1
st

 April 2019, VAT-registered businesses in the UK will need to submit their VAT returns using 

‘functional compatible software’ as part of HMRC’s Making Tax Digital (MTD) plans.  This help-sheet 

will guide you through the process for Sage 1000. 

In order to populate the relevant box on the Tax Return form you will need to ensure the correct VAT 

code has been used for each transaction.  The VAT codes are set up in the usual method but there 

are new fields available to help define which Tax Return box they are for. Each transaction in Sage is 

recorded in the VAT register and the MTD report uses this along with the VAT rules to generate the 

Tax Return. 

1.  Tax Entity Maintenance 

The tax entity needs to be created the very first time you use the MTD module. 

 

Leave the VAT code range blank to pick up all VAT codes from the VAT register. Individual VAT codes can 

be flagged as ‘Out of scope’  
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2.  Tax Return Report 

This option will extract data from your vat register and collate the details for submission. It will generate 

several reports detailing the contents of the VAT return. 

The tax company will be automatically selected. To create a new tax return enter the year and tax 

period, and confirm you wish to create a new tax return. 

 

Then enter the range to be covered by this tax return. Enter period numbers or effective dates but not 

both. 

 

You will be asked to confirm the ranges are correct and then you need to confirm the ranges below. 
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If you run this report in update mode it will create the VAT return details for the range of VAT codes 

defined when you created the tax entity. This report can be run as many times as required when not in 

update mode to allow to you to confirm the values returned and investigate any issues. Any changes 

made to the VAT code settings will change the details in the MTD report. 

This will generate several reports. See extracts listed below. 

Accounts Receivable 
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Accounts Payable 

 

Cash Management 

 

General Ledger 
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Final VAT Return figures 

 

Using the reports above will allow you to balance the Sage version of the Tax Return to your existing 

report. The VAT code listed on the report will define which box the figures are posted to. Ensure you are 

using the correct VAT code. 
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3.  Tax return maintenance. 

This option will allow you to make any adjustments required and submit the Tax Return. 

Browse or enter the details you wish to submit. 

 

Once you have the correct figures shown you can click on the Ready to submit button and then the 

highlighted Submit button. 

This will then take you to the Sage MTD Submission client where you will need to select Sage 1000/Line 

500 from the drop down box and then chose the correct tax company and tax return period. 
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You will need to have your Government Gateway ID ready. Once submitted successfully the screen will 

show the date submitted. 

4.  Tax Code Maintenance 

As VAT codes are not set up or amended very often, these notes will guide you through the set-up of 

VAT codes and the new flags available. 

Customers and Suppliers have an Account VAT type assigned to them. Products and services have an 

item VAT type assigned to them These Account and Item VAT types are combined in a VAT matrix that 

defines the final VAT code used. This final VAT code is written to the VAT register and is then used by 

the MTD functionality to define which box on the Tax Return the figures are recorded under. 

Consideration is needed to make sure you have a sufficient number of VAT codes to cope with all 

eventualities. You may have enough now and just need to set some of the MTD flags or you may decide 

to set up new ones.  

 

Please review your current VAT set-up. 
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4.1.  VAT Codes 

Below are the settings for basic rate VAT. Make sure you have selected the correct ledger for this VAT 

code to ensure it is not used incorrectly. 

 

Pressing F3 will show the MTD extra fields. The code used for standard rate UK sales and purchases 

should not require anything to be set for MTD unless you are using Reverse Charge VAT. 

 
 
 

Exempt  If this box is ticked, transactions with this VAT code will be 

excluded from the Tax Return Reports.   
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Sales EC  Valid values are Yes, No and Customer.  

Yes = VAT code defines this is always an EC Sale.  

No = VAT Code defines this is never an EC Sale 

Customer = the EC State assigned to customer defines if this 

is an EC sale. 

Purchase EC  Valid values are Yes, No and Supplier  

Yes = VAT code defines this is always an EC purchase.  

No = VAT Code defines this is never an EC purchase 

Supplier = the EC State assigned to supplier defines if this is 

an EC purchase. 

Purchase Reverse Charge  Tick if this is a Reverse Charge VAT code. It cannot be ticked 

if Purchase EC is Yes or Supplier.  

Mapped VAT Code  Used if Purchase EC is Yes or Supplier, or if Purchase Reverse 

Charge is ticked. It must be entered and be a valid VAT code.  

Purchase EC acquisitions only  For future use.  

Purchase reverse charge sales 

code only  

For future use.  

 

The ‘sales export to EU’ VAT code will require some MTD settings for the VAT code. 

 

The VAT rate will be zero (as it is currently set) but the EU state can be obtained from either the 

customer or the VAT code. Set the Sales EC flag to No for non-EU sales exports. Set the flag to Yes to 

confirm that if a sale results in using this VAT code, it all will always be flagged as EC sales by the MTD 

reports. With this setting there is no need to enter a specific state against your customer, just make sure 

they have the correct Account VAT Type assigned. If you are currently using Intratstats and therefore 

have the correct states applied to your customer accounts, then set this flag to Customer. 

The ‘reverse’ logic applies to the Purchase Import VAT code. 

If a VAT code exists in your current list but is ‘Out of Scope’ for the Tax Return you can tick the ‘Exempt’ 

flag and this code will be excluded from any Tax Reports. 
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Purchase Acquisitions where the supplier is registered for VAT but doesn’t charge VAT on their invoices 

should be included in Box 2. 

  

The settings shown above will flag any transactions using the VAT code PXA as acquisitions to be 

recorded in box 2 and the amount of VAT is calculated by applying the ‘Mapped VAT code’ of PV, which 

is standard rate VAT. 

4.2.  Account VAT Type Maintenance 

This option allows you group your customers and suppliers into VAT groups.  

  

These codes are applied to your customer/suppliers.  
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EC State details are entered here if you are using the customer/supplier to define EC transactions.
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4.3.  Item VAT Type Maintenance 

This option allows you group your products and services into VAT groups.  

  

These Item VAT Types are then assigned to products and services. If all your products / services are 

applicable for VAT and it’s the customer or supplier that defines if VAT is calculated you can leave the 

products/services blank. Any products/services that need to be treated differently will require an Item 

VAT Type assigning. 
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4.4.  VAT Matrix Maintenance. 

This option combines the customer/supplier settings with the product/service settings to define which 

VAT code is used. This VAT Codes defines the calculated VAT that is written to the VAT register. 

The example below is using the SV assigned to the customer with a blank product VAT Item type. This 

will use the SV VAT code which will calculate 20% VAT and write this to the VAT Register. 
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This entry will combine the SV (Vatable customer) from the customer with the E (Exempt from VAT) 

from the product to result in a VAT code of E which will not calculate any VAT. 

 

Please make sure that all combinations of Account VAT types and Item VAT types are accommodated in 

the VAT matrix. 

 


